
IconPro GmbH -
Intelligent. Connected. Productive.

We digitize and make your production learn.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro name and position in IconProIntro IconPro as start-up and spin-off of ..Especially from chair of … of Prof. SchmittFounded in November2018 to bring mach..



What we do -
Digitize and make your production learn

We develop machine learning software for

• Process Monitoring
(i.e. faster & accurate evaluation of process capabilities)

• Predictive Quality
(i.e. reducing inspection costs by predicting quality)

• Predictive Maintenance
(e.g. reducing calibration costs for measurement machines) 

to increase productivity and quality in production.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, everything what we do has to do with machine learning for production use-casesSpecifically, we develop … for three different key fields … which we found to be the most relevantThese are …All of these activities always aim to increase …



3 A.I. Drives Productivity

Predictive Maintenance of 
Measurement Processes on CMMs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Today I am going to talk about the last key field I have shown, for which we are developing and researching to shape our first product- So, the title of this presentation is …
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Predictive Maintenance - General Concept
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Cost Curve

Optimum

Use historic control data to
detect early signals!

Use historic data
to derive lifetime prediction models!

Too late reaction

Quelle: MSC Software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the general concept of .. ?Predictive Maintenance is about to predict when a system or a production unit has to be maintained instead of just assuming regular stati maintenance intervalsTherefore, a ceratin system condition has to be regarded over operating timeThe question is, when will the system condition leave its good …?In general, according to the common state of the art, two scenarios can happen, one being that the system is maintained too often, which will lead too high maintenance costs (CLICK)This would be here on the left side of the cost curve.The other scenario would be that the system is …, leading to potentially even higher costs due to downtimesThe goal now is to find the optimimum right inbetween depending on the conditions of the individual machine (CLICK)Therefore, two approaches can be used and combined (CLICK)The first, here on the left uses historic data about the system condition to …The other, here on the right, uses control and environment data to detect signals showing …
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Use-Case: Annual Calibration of CMMs according to ISO 10360 and maintenance

Continuous Use of the CMM

1 year 1 year 1 year

Calibration costs of 5000 € or Warranty Care for 3000 € per CMM and year!

!? !? !?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can this now be transferred to the use-case: Measurement processes on CMMs?The use-case is as followsMeasurement processes on CMMs have to be capable, so have a certain measurement uncertainty or lower with regard to the tolerances of the inspected partsTo assure that, most often, CMMs are calibrated and/or maintained regularly with a static interval of most commonly once a year.Not only the CMMs themselves are expensive, but also these calibrations, which cost about 5000 to 3000 EUR per CMM each yearThe question now is if this is really necessay like this or if it would make more sense to calibrate CMMs depending on the CMM model, their utilization, exact measurement task and so on.We think: This would be more reasonable
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Input Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- So, what can be used as input data to do so?
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Dynamize calibration based on regular interim tests (MSA, VDA 5, ISO 15530-3)

Continuous Use of the CMM

1 year 1 year 1 year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To have some information about the system condition, which is here the MU of measurement processes, results of so called interim tests …These interim tests are also done quite often additionaly to the calibrations and in between the calibration to assure the stability of the MusTherefore calibrated workpieces are measured once or repeatedly according to certain guidelines like …Normally it is only evaluated if the CMM is still doing fine or not, and in case of doubt the test is very often repeated so that it will be fine after some pointThen, the procedure goes on until the next calibration data is there.But, the quantified information ouf of these test is not used to derive a prediction about how stable the CMM will be and when the next calibration would be reasonableSo this can be or is actually a data source about the system condition over time, which refers here to the first approach I  had shown
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Exemplary Master-Workpiece for Regular Interim Tests: Multi-Feature Check

 Universal DAkkS-calibrated
inspection body

 Available incl. Measurement 
program at e.g. Eumetron for
Leitz/Zeiss CMMs

 Multitude of characteristics

 Material: Aluminium

 Outer diameter of 100 mm

 Length of 200 mm

 Pilot inspection body!
(Other calibrated bodies possible)

Quelle: Feinmess

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do these interim tests look like?Here, we see an example in the form of a master-workpiece called Multi-Feature check..It is commercially avaialable standard body showing a multitude of calibrated characteristics like …This master workpiece here is available incl. …Though, all kind of calibrated workpieces showing similar charcteristics to … can be usedTheir dimensions are known and can be compared with … to evaluate Errors or Mus as a measure for the system condition of the CMM
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Exemplary Master-Workpiece for Regular Interim Tests: Multi-Feature Check

 Universal DAkkS-calibrated
inspection body

 Available incl. Measurement 
program at e.g. Eumetron for
Leitz/Zeiss CMMs

 Multitude of characteristics

 Material: Aluminium

 Outer diameter of 100 mm

 Length of 200 mm

 Pilot inspection body!
(Other calibrated bodies possible)

Quelle: Feinmess

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of just evaluating if the Error or the MU is below a ceratin threshold, the idea now is to collect and store the quantified information over timeEven if it is hard to believe, but this is not being done commonly todayWhat we see here is an evaluated QMP value for a measured diameter over timeThe QMP value represent the ratio …So, the higher this value is, the worse. The threshold here is ..It can be seen that the value increases over time and drops …Besides, it can also be seen that it never …So, the calibration interval …This can even be evaluated without …
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Data Pre-Processing and Further Input Data

 Upload of measurement data from regularly repeated measurements against calibrated master workpieces

 Pre-evaluation of measurement capabilities or measurement uncertainties according to MSA or VDA 5

 Extraction and upload of further machine (control) data

 Ambient and material temperatures of workpiece and machine axes

 Number of measurement starts

 Accumulated travel of the axes

 Air pressure of the bearings

 Number of collisions

 …

 Storage in a central on-premise or cloud database

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, this was so far refering to the first approach we have seen, the use of historical data about the system conditionThis has to be uploaded regularly after each interim test and to be evauluated according to a specified guideline,Additionally to that, furhter input data of the machine control can be used to detect signals showing that a bad condition state is evolving.Therefore, major influening variables on the measurement uncertainty including also environmental data are extractedThese are …All of that shall then be stored centrally either on-premise or in an external cloud database
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Data Flow & Processing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- So, good to know that, but how does the data flow and processing actually look like?
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Infrastructure / Data Flow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every CMM comes with a control unit a measurement computer, here on ….The measurement computer runs the measurement program of the interim tests and saves … in a standard data format named DFQ.Besides, most of the relevant control parameters in the CMM control, which we have seen, can be accessed via …The measurement and control data in the DFQ file that can be outputted by all major CMM brands is uploaded to an on-premise or external cloud databaseFrom there, the measurement data of the interim tests is pre-processed according to common guidelines, e.g. to get a MU or a QMP value, here on the topAfter that, the evaluated measurement data and the control data is analyzed by an …, here …Finally, the historical system condition, e.g. the QMP value is visualized as well as the control and prediction data by a WI …How that willl look ... later
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Algorithms

N-D 
Regression 

Analysis

Anomaly
Detection

Outlier
Classification

Pattern
Recognition

MSA / VDA 5 values Machine Control Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most important about the solution is, of course building the infrastructure, we have just seen, but also the machine learning module.In there, the evaluated measurement data, e.g. QMP values, here…, have to correlated with the influencing variable, i.e. the machine control data, here …Therefore, certain  steps have to be performed … �(from bottom to left to top)
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How does it work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- So, how does that now come into action?
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1D Pre-processing
Jump Detection &

Segmentation

Outlier Detection &
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Trend Detection

Pattern Recognition
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Extracted systematic 1D information only allows rough predictions and no explanations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First of all, 1-dimensional pre-processing has to be doneImagine, you have the system condition over time, so the MU or the QMP value or the error of a certain characteristic from a multitude of interim testsThen, this looks like here and what you can see here, is that …To handle that, in the course of preprocessing, first a jump detection is being done …After that, outliers in each segment ….Then, different trends in the different segments have to be derivedFinally, a patter recognition is being done, in the course of which, repeatedly occuring patterns are detectedHere this would be, that …This may be, e.g. due to a sudden temperature change in the CMM environment leading to that behaviorAll in all, by performing these steps, only systematic 1D information can be extracted.This only allows rough predictions and gives no relationships with influencing … and therefore also …
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nD Analysis / Correlation with control data (1/2)

Outlier Detection &
Elimination

Jump Detection &
Segmentation

Trend Detection

Pattern Recognition

Is it really an outlier?

What caused the jump?

Are there functional relationships?

Are there overarching patterns?

Outlier Detection &
Elimination

Jump Detection &
Segmentation

Trend Detection

Pattern Recognition

MSA / VDA 5 values Control data

More exact prediction of future systematic behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be able to do that, the preprocessing is not only done for the system condition over time, so for the evaluated measurement data, here on the left.It is also done for the influencing variables that were extracted from the control system, here …Then the data can be referred to each other to answer the follwoing questions …Outlier … or caused by some events in the influencing variablesWhy Jump?Functional relationships?Patterns ? Can patterns in the output data so in the MU or QMP value over time be explanined by patterns in the influencing variables?By doing this, you will get explanations for the data and a more …Based on trends over time in the control data and known relationships with the machine behavior, the machine behavior can pe predicted.
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nD Analysis / Correlation with control data (2/2)

Trend Detection

Pattern Recognition

Are there functional relationships?

Are there overarching patterns?

Trend Detection

Pattern Recognition

MSA / VDA 5 values Control dataPrediction of future systematic behavior

Classification Regression

 (Semi-)supervised Learning

 Assigning objects to (given) 
classes according to learned 
rules

 (Semi-)supervised Learning

 Prediction of the course of a 
variable according to learned 
contexts  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore, especially the final two steps are most important, i.e. the … and the …For sure it is worth mentioning here, that only the systematic behavior can be predictedWe will not be able to predict outliers or jumps, meaning singularities like when will there be dirt on the touch probe or when will the machine collide or when will someone open a windowBut for the finding of systematic relationships and overarching patterns we can use regression and classification algorithms.Regression algorithms like decision forests or neural networks are used to find highly dimensional relationships in between Mus and the control dataClassification algorithms like gradient boosted trees can be used to detect or classify overarching patterns in both input and output dataBesides, they are used for the predessing outlier and jump detection
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Putting it all together..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- How is that all now put together for us in our upcoming product?
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Visualization – CMM Capability and Calibration Prediction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we see here is the Webinterface of the infrastructure showing a dashboard with different plots for an individual CMMWe see the system condition over time, so the evaluated QMP values from the interim tests here for different characteristics including a warning and final threshold line in yellow and redWe see paramter values of the CMM control, here on … like the utilization, …, which influence the machine behvior over timeWe see the maximum QMP value of the last interim test, here on … as well as the ambient and material temperature condition of the CMMAnd most importantly, we see, based on the data, the next reasonably calibration data of the machine, here on …This is derived based on the prediction about when the qmp value of an important characteristic is going to exceed the threshold line
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Visualization – CMM Temperature Capabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can also dive deeper into the data by clicking on a certain parameter and looking at it over timeThis is done here for the ambient and material temperatureWhat we can see is ..
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Visualization – CMMs Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can also go into the other direction and get a meta-overview over different CMMs that are connected to the infrastructureHere, the predicted calibration dates can be seen in dayWe see the result of the last interim test in form of a QMP value which is here 21 % for all of the machinesAnd we can also see the temperature capability of the machines regarding the ambient and material temperature.This overview can be used for example by a quality manager to see the current and upcoming states of all relevant machinesIf needed, the utilization rate of the machines can also be included here, since the dashboards can easily adapated individually just by drag and drop of the different components
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All-in-one solution / Overall procedure

Calibrated workpiece incl. measurement
program for all common
coordinate measurement machines

Automated interim tests incl. central data
storage and customized (cloud) 
communication

Evaluation according to guidelines (e.g. 
Solara MP), visualization and 
prediction „as a service“

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will deploy Predictive Maintenance of CMM measurement processes as an all-in-one solution, which will cover the following …If needed we will provide a calibrated master-workpiece including the measurement program for all common …We will set up the infrastructure on-premise or with the help of an external cloud so that the results of the automated interim tests as well as the control data can be stored centrallyAnd we also will do the evaluation of the interim tests according to …Based on that, we will visualize the historical system condition over time as we have seen, do the data analysis and derive the prediction for the next calibration as a service
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Activities 2019 / 2020

Measuring program &
cloud interface

Build the
infrastructure

Roll out
test stands

• Definition of the pilot master 
workpiece

• Set-up of interim test
on a test CMM

• Standard evaluation on platform (e.g. 
according to VDA 5 / MSA)

• Visualization of measurement 
capability

• Machine Learning for regression 
analysis and calibtation prediction

• Pilot test stands @Democustomers

Jun - Jul

Aug - Dec

Dec - Mar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To come to an end, I would like to show you our past, current and future activities on that topicDuring the whole project we work very closely together with Hexagon MIIn June the project was started with the definition of the pilot master workpiece and the set-up of and interim test on a test CMM at the WZLFrom Aug – Dec we are building the infrastructure that works with Q-DAS DFQ file format for saving and uploading the dataThis file format works fine at least for all ZEISS and HxGN CMMsThe infrastructure is almost finished and will be rolled out to a multitude of test stands at the WZL, Hexagon and already defined demo customers in industry from begin of December
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Calculating the economic benefit..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- To finally really close this presentation I would like to show up the expected economic benefit of this solution for the operation of CMMs
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Business Model – IconPro Apollo Software

18 months 24 months 30 months 36 months

Relative service
savings per CMM per 
year

33 % 50 % 60 % 66 %

Absolute service
savings per CMM per 
year

1.650 € 2.500 € 3.000 € 3.300 €

Absolute net service
savings per CMM per 
year

650 € 1500 € 2000 € 2.300 €

Absolute net service 
savings for 25 CMMs 
per year 

16.250 € 37.500 € 50.000 € 57.500 €

Savings

Cal. Interval

*This table shows the savings for newly derived calibration/maintenance intervals in comparison with a calibration/maintenance interval
of one year assuming calibration/maintenance costs of 5 k€

Besides savings, the measurement capability is
always assured (beta error risk minimization)!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what we see here is the actual savings that can be realized by extending a former 12 month interval to 18 months, 24 months and so on based on the statistical foundation which I have just shownIn the first row we see the relative savings per CMM per yearThe second row shows the absolute savings per CMM per year assuming calibration costs of 5000 €The third row shows the according net savings per CMM after substracting the costs for our sofware solution which will come for about 1000 € per CMM and yearFinally the last row shows the net savings for 25 CMMs per year which is a reasonable number of a medium sized producing company using CMMs and still a very small number for bigger companies�like automotive suppliers or companies
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Demo customers for pilot test stands

Installation of pilot test stands at demo customers with Hexagon and/or Zeiss CMMs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is obviously interesting enough for a couple of companies with Heagon or Zeiss CMMs to cooperate with usThere we will install pilot test stands for CMMs to show the mid-term technical and economical potential of our solutionThis will start already begin of 2020 until the final product will be commercially available mid of 2020 for all companies.And that was it from my side today!



THANKS!
Any questions? You can find me at

Markus.Ohlenforst@iconpro.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your attention and I am happy to answer all kinds of questions!
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